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New annotation approach in the form of Universal Dependencies aims to provide a consistent, languageindependent grammatical annotation scheme for dependency treebanks. However, since UD are not related to
any particular language or language group, there is an interest to investigate what impact Universal
Dependencies might have on parsing quality in comparison to classic annotation schemes. This article
presents results of a parsing study for Swedish, where two independent parsing systems, MaltParser and
Stanford NN Parser, were trained and evaluated on the novel UD Treebank as well as on the classic Talbanken
non-UD treebank. The results show that Universal Dependencies do not bring any drawbacks to parsing
quality, in fact delivering a slight increase of the scores in the evaluation.
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1 Introduction
Universal Dependencies1 as a project to develop
consistent grammatical annotation for dependency
treebanks, create new opportunities for multilingual
research and development in natural language
processing, in areas like cross-linguistic evaluation
of empirical results and multilingual parser
development. However, since UD are not related to
any particular language or language group, indeed
aiming at creating a common annotation scheme for
potentially any human language, it is still relevant to
get acquainted with any implications the new
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annotation scheme might have on language specific
information, encoded in local treebank annotation
schemes.
For this work, the aim has therefore been to
answer the question if the use of UD has any impact
on parsing quality in a monolingual environment,
namely for Swedish. Since the main target of
Universal Dependencies is in multilingual natural
language processing, it may be worth investigating
whether there are any costs or gains in using
a UD annotated treebank in a situation where it
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would not be technically required. To answer the
question, models on the new UD and the classic nonUD versions of the Swedish treebank were trained
with two parsers, results of which were analyzed by
two different evaluation metrics.

2 Previous Work
In the field of natural language processing, and in
that of syntactic parsing in particular, access to
grammatically annotated treebanks is of key
importance as of today. However, the annotation
schemes of treebanks for different languages are
often very different in structure – to the point where
it is sometimes of considerable difficulty to say if
performance differences are to be explained by real
structural divergence of languages or mere
annotation differences between treebanks (Nivre,
2015). Several steps towards a more consistent
framework have been made in recent years.
In case of multilingual parsing, parallel corpora
are frequently used. However, there have been some
successful transfer attempts when parallel data is
unavailable. McDonald et al. (2011) show a
delexicalized direct transfer method, where for any
training set only features like PoS tags and syntactic
attachment direction are used. The model is then
built from the data of the annotated source language
and is used to parse the target language. Authors note
that differences between annotation schemes in the
treebanks are often the cause of the fact that some of
the language pairs may work well together, while
others – even if they are typologically similar – may
sometimes not. Zeman et al. (2012) harmonize
treebanks of 29 languages by means of mapping
their annotation styles to a version of the scheme
used by the Prague Dependency Treebank. Later,
McDonald et al. (2013) showed an improvement of
the results of cross-lingual direct transfer parsing by
using the Universal Treebank which contains a
uniformed syntactic annotation scheme for several
languages, thus enabling cross-lingual training of
parser models. As a baseline for model transfer,
delexicalized models are proposed. Experiments
show, that even while parsers, trained on data from

languages in the same language group, do achieve
the best results, training parsers also across language
groups is certainly not pointless.
Recently, the project of Universal Dependencies
has been gaining speed. Its aim is to develop crosslingual treebank annotation for a large number of
languages. Being an extension of several previous
efforts, its goal is to find unified approaches with
regard
to
parts-of-speech,
morphosyntactic
descriptions and dependency relations (Zeman,
2015). The idea is that the same construction should
be annotated the same way across languages, but at
the same time without annotating things not existing
in a particular language simply because they may be
present in other languages.
The UD morphological specification is based on
three information levels: lemma, POS tag and a set
of features encoding lexical and grammatical
properties of word forms. The 17 POS tags are
divided into open and closed class words, as well as
into a class for other symbols, like punctuation. That
tag inventory is fixed, but not all categories need to
be used in all languages. In order to maximize
parallelism across languages, UD give priority to
dependency relations between content words. The
motivation behind is the idea that this will help in
finding parallel structures, as function words in one
language often correspond to, for instance,
morphological inflection in other languages. As
every word depends on another word in a sentence,
content words are related by dependency relations,
function words are connected to the content word
they specify, and punctuation is attached to the
phrase’s head (Nivre et al, 2016).
To speed up adoption of UD, efforts are being
made to convert the existing dependency treebanks
to conform with Universal Dependencies. In case of
Swedish, the widely used Swedish Treebank (Nivre
& Megyesi, 2007) has been converted and is freely
available in an updated version in the UD repository.
In regard to parsing software, a well-known and
widely used member of the community is the
dependency parsing system MaltParser (Nivre et al,
2007). Being a data-driven and languageindependent syntactic parser, it has been successfully
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used on many languages and language domains,
achieving good parsing results. A recent trend in
parsing lies within the field of neural networks. Chen
& Manning (2014) present a way of learning a
neural network classifier for use in a transition-based
dependency parser. It is yet to be tested in a wide
range of language domains, but the parser has
already been used to achieve a notable improvement
regarding labeled and unlabeled attachment scores
for Chinese and English datasets, while showing fast
processing speeds during parsing phase.

3 Method and NLP Tools
The main goal of this project was to investigate if the
use of Universal Dependencies has any impact on
parsing performance in comparison to the parsing
results of the Talbanken non-UD version of the
Swedish treebank2 In order to achieve this, sets of
the classic Talbanken and the novel UD version (1.2)
of the Swedish treebank were trained and parsed,
with results evaluated and compared.
The two parsing suits used were MaltParser
(Nivre et al, 2007) and Stanford Neural Network
Parser (Chen & Manning, 2014). By using two
parsing systems, the idea was both to get larger
comparison data, as well as to try to minimize the
risk of potential parser bias in the analysis of
Talbanken versus the UD Treebank, by having two
grounds to base the results on.
MaltParser, as the first tool, can be used straight
out of the box if the treebank is in the suitable
CONLL format. However, since the parser has many
configurable options and can employ several parsing
algorithms, there is room for some optimization of
the process to achieve better results. In order to do
so, MaltParser system also provides the
MaltOptimizer tool (Ballesteros & Nivre, 2012),
which can be used to pick the most suitable
MaltParser configuration, given the analysis of the
training data of the treebank used. The configuration
chosen by MaltOptimizer can then be used by
MaltParser during the training phase. The parser
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itself does not perform the evaluation of the results,
but its environment provides the MaltEval tool
(Nilsson & Nivre, 2008), which can be used for
comparison of the gold standard of the test set and
the output of the parser, both on the level of
computing labeled (LAS) and unlabeled attachment
scores (UAS), as well as, for instance, by providing
statistics of dependency relation labels of the sets.
The second parsing tool, the Stanford NN
Parser, doesn’t provide the same level of external
optimization, but does compute the attachment
scores at the end of the parsing phase. That stage is
also clearly quicker in comparison to MaltParser.
However, the training of the model is extremely slow
compared to MaltParser (between 5 and 15 hours on
the two machines used, versus less than 2 minutes
for MaltParser on the same machines). Stanford NN
Parser also requires distributed representations of
words of any languages appearing in the treebanks,
in the form of a word embeddings file. The authors
state that it is not absolutely necessary for all words
in the treebank to be covered in such a vector file,
but note that parser’s performance does improve
with more comprehensive embeddings. For
experiments presented in this article, the vector
representation used is the 25-dimensional Swedish
word embeddings file, produced during the
SPMRL’13 Shared Task workshop (Cirik & Şensoy,
2013).
For computing labeled and unlabeled
attachment scores, the mentioned MaltEval tool was
used. Since it only requires gold and parse files to be
in the same format, it can be used for any parser as
long as that requirement is met. However, that metric
itself, even though widely used otherwise, isn’t
particularly well suited for the task at hand, which is
the parsing comparison of two closely related, but
representatively different treebanks. Therefore, since
representations in the training sets of Talbanken and
the UD Treebank are not equivalent, it is
unreasonable to simply compare attachment scores
between the treebanks. Hence, in addition to the
usual metrics, the experiments were also evaluated
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with the TedEval tool (Tsarfaty et al, 2011), whose
evaluation metrics take into account different
annotation schemes across multiple parsing
experiments, providing a more objective measure of
parsing performance, while allowing for direct
comparison of parsing results across the two
treebanks and the two parsers.
The treebanks themselves are slightly different
in their setup, which also reflects in minor
differences of treebank layout requirements across
the two parsers. Talbanken consists of a test and a
training set, which is fine for MaltParser since it
creates the development set internally during
training. For Stanford NN Parser however, there is a
need for a separate development set, which required
cutting off the latter part of the training set for use as
development. The UD Treebank is instead split up
into three parts, therefore the situation is a mirror
image – because it consists of both a development
and a training set, it was necessary to instead
combine those sets for use with MaltParser. In case
of TedEval, which requires that the sentence
composition is exactly the same across both
treebanks’ test/parse sets, a couple of differing
sentences from those sets were removed to facilitate
consistency.

4 Results and Discussion
Training phases of the parsers generated four
models, giving way for four parsed output sets,
which were compared to two gold standards, one for
each of the treebanks. The MaltEval generated
labeled and unlabeled attachment scores of the
comparison experiments for the two parsers over the
two treebanks are presented in Table 1. Because of
differences between training sets of the treebanks,
attachment scores should not be compared to each
other across the treebanks (even though some
patterns can be seen), but rather between parsers.
The comparison clearly shows that MaltParser is
doing a better parsing analysis than Stanford NN
Parser both for the new UD Treebank (ver. 1.2), as
well as for the classic Talbanken. The score
differences in regards to that are quite consistent,

ranging from 1.4 % (Talbanken LAS), to 3.7 % (UD
Treebank UAS) – all being in favor of MaltParser.
Generally, the scores straightforwardly drop, starting
from MaltParser UD Treebank UAS to Stanford NN
Parser Talbanken LAS – with only one exception,
that being Stanford NN Parser Talbanken UAS,
which actually is higher than UD Treebank UAS
score for the same parser.

MaltParser
Stanford NN Parser

UD Treebank
UAS / LAS
86.5 / 83.2
82.8 / 80.1

Talbanken
UAS / LAS
85.3 / 79.2
83.6 / 77.8

Table 1. Parser attachment scores across treebanks.
The inferior results of Stanford NN Parser in
comparison to MaltParser, despite the former
showing a noticeable attachment score increase in
work presented by its authors, praising its neural
network approach, were subject to some
investigation. One idea was that MaltParser could
theoretically make use of more linguistic
information, present in the treebanks. That is, the
CONLL format, being quite rich in its data encoding
capabilities, could possibly not been fully utilized by
Stanford NN Parser, with the parser missing to make
use of some of the data columns in the treebanks. In
fact, Stanford NN Parser, while making use of the
fine-grained POSTAG column, does not utilize the
LEMMA and FEATS columns in the treebanks,
while MaltParser does. To test whether the results of
MaltParser could drop to the level of Stanford NN
Parser, or perhaps below, MaltParser was retrained
on a version of the UD Treebank where the said
columns were inactivated by a script. However, the
parsing scores of such a model (possibly due to
redundancy between, for instance, POSTAG and
FEATS columns) weren’t very different for
MaltParser (86.8 / 83.5), stating that the problem
should be searched for elsewhere. Results of other
neural network parsers have in similar studies shown
to be responsive to the size of the training set, and
since the Swedish UD Treebank is relatively small,
that could be the reason for score degradation. On a
4

wider scale, that could suggest that neural network
parsers overall require larger treebank sizes to be
able to show their full potential.
As an additional experiment in connection to
the study, Talbanken treebank was also parsed using
automatic part-of-speech tags, with an aim to show
any implications that they might have on parsing
scores. For that experiment, the test set of the
treebank was tagged by Stagger PoS tagger (Östling,
2013), previously showing great tagging results for
Swedish, with treebank’s gold coarse-grained PoS
tags replaced by automatically generated ones. While
MaltParser’s results (82.6 / 75.9), originally being
higher, dropped more than Stanford NN Parser’s
(81.7 / 75.1), the overall drop is perhaps stronger
than expected, highlighting the importance of partof-speech tagging. This area should be explored
further in future work.
Some statistics of dependency relation labels
were collected through MaltEval for the two
treebanks, presented in Table 3. Examples of labels
in the UD Treebank which appeared to be especially
difficult for both parsers were parataxis, adjectival
clause (acl), appositional modifier (appos), clausal
passive subject (csubjpass), fronted or postposed
element (dislocated). Labels which the parsers
passed satisfactory were ones like compounding of
proper nouns (name), punctuation (punct),
coordinating conjunction (cc), possessive nominal
modifier (nmod:poss), negation modifier (neg). In
case of Talbanken labels, difficult examples were
apposition (an), predicative attribute (pt), infinitive
object complement (vo), free subjective predicative
complement (fp) and comparative adverbial (ka),
while negation adverbial (na), various types of
punctuation (iu, ip, i?), verb particle (pl), determiner
(dt) and adjectival pre-modifier (at) turned out well.
The scores computed by TedEval are presented
in Table 2. These can be directly compared to each
other in all directions, ultimately shedding light on
the initial question of the study, answering it in a
confident way: the use of Universal Dependencies
has a clear positive impact on parsing quality. At
least for the parsers used, the results can also be
shown to be parser-independent. In fact, the

MaltParser
Stanford NN Parser

UD Treebank Talbanken
93.9
90.3
93.3
89.7

Table 2. TedEval scores of the treebanks.
percentage difference amidst treebanks is exactly the
same between parsers (3.6 %), both in favor of the
UD Treebank. Clearly, the results show that there are
no losses in using UD, but there needs to be some
explanation of the gains. For that, at least one logical
gain interpretation may lie in the fact that the UD
Treebank has gone through an extra revision by
human annotators, taking care of any bugs present in
the old version, Talbanken. This higher level of
consistency, together with the use of a more finegrained tagset and the treatment of coordination,
would then explain the increase in parsing scores.

5 Conclusion
The aim of this work has been to investigate the
impact on parsing performance of the new treebank
annotation scheme, the Universal Dependencies.
Any concerns, related to whether such a languageindependent annotation approach could have
negative impact on parsing quality in a monolingual
environment, can likely be dropped: Universal
Dependencies in fact increase parsing quality for
Swedish by a small margin, the results which are
consistent across both tested parsers. Overall, the
Universal Dependencies, if widely adopted, are a
clear step forward for the usefulness of treebanks in
natural language processing, especially in a
multilingual setting.
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MaltParser: UD Treebank

MaltParser: Talbanken

Stanford NN Parser: UD Treebank

Stanford NN Parser: Talbanken

Table 3. The chart of the dependency relation tags of the four models.
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